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Abstract
In this experimental study, we examine the performance of a variety of unifLed priority queue implementations Oil a CRAY Y-MP. The scope of this study is restricted
to determining if different implementations of priority queues exhibit markedly different performance characteristics under program unification. We found the answer to
this question to be in the affirmative. In a larger view this result has interesting
consequences in the application of program unification to discrete event simulation applications - which is where our motivation lies. We find ordered lists and heaps to be
promising priority queue data slmdures in the unified simulation paradigm; ordered
lists and heaps work well with small/moderate-sized and large-sized event lists, respectively,
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Introduction

Priority queues aTe well-known discrete structures in computer science applications with
uses as varied as in the ordering of stales in enumeration problems, o-ptimization in search
problems such a.<; grapll traversals, sorting problems and task scheduling in operating systems [8]. Perhaps the most popular use of priority queues is in the area of event-scheduling
in simulation applications, in particular, discrete event simulations. In a discrete event
simulation, an analyst is typically interested in modeling a stochastic process with either a
discrete or continuous parameter (time), over a discrete space which is made 11p of various
types of events. How closely the simulation mimics the actual stochastic process is largely
<t function of the ability of the ;malyst to capture model essentials and the quality of the
random number generator.
Discrete event simulations can be viewed as self-perpetuating programs in the following
sense. A simulation which begins with one or a few scheduled events ensures that, as
scheduled events occur in time, a suIIlcient number of new events are generated so that
program execution can continue indefinitely. The scheduling mechanism that elfeds this
behaviour does so by using a list, called an event list, to store events which are supposed
to occur at some future time. These pending events remain in the list, in some datastructure dependent order, until the simulation program decides to extract an event at a
time for processing. New events are scheduled and inserted into the list according to model
specifications, and these are usually generated while some related event is being processed.
The latter event, once removed from tile list, represents the event whose time of occurrence
coincides with the current time and is hence called the cw-rent event.
After processing the current event and possibly scheduling some new events, the simulation program retrieves from the event list an event with the highest priority. Because of
this, a priority queue is used to implement the event list. The event with highest priority
is typically one with the nearest scheduled time of occurrence, though, in certain situations
(e.g., preemptive service in queuing systems) an event with a larger scheduled time of occllrrence may have higher priority. For convenience, we will not concern ourselves w1th such
a situation in this study. Additionally, though it is possilJle for two or more events to have
the same priority (in which case the analyst is responsible for specifying how the program
mllst break ties), we will assume that events occur at distinct times. Neitlwr assumption
affects the arguments or the results of this study.
Because oIits importance in a variety of applications, a considerable amount of work has
been done on priority queues. During the last decade, several new data structures have been
proposed for the implementation of priority queues, including splay trees, skew heaps (13J,
skip lists [9], and an algorithm due to Henriksen [-1J. Since discrete event simulation applications tend to require hours, and even days or weeks of processing time, and since a
considerable portion of this time is consumed by event list processing, several researchers
2

have devoted effort towards either analyzing the algorithmic complexity (e.g., [7, 10]),
or empirically measuring the execution time (e.g., Jones [5]) of various priority queue implementations. In an interesting study, Jones [6] proposes that some implementations,
particularly skew heaps, lend themselves to efficient conCUlTent operations, thus indicative
of potential for speedup in shared memory multiprocessor settings. In a theoretical vein,
Olariu and Wen designed parallel initialization algorithms for priority queues [S].
In all previoHs studies of the efficiency of priority queue implementations, the focus has
been either on scalar uniprocessing or scalar multiprocessing (in a shared memory system)
of a single priority queue [6, 8]. This is a natural feature to study when the underlying
application is assumed to be a single simulation, generating a single sample-path of the
stochastic process of interest. In contrast, our focus is on using vector machines to generate
several (usually, but not necessarily, independent) sample-paths of tlle process in parallel.
The device used to achieve this is the technique of program unification [12] which allows
for the algorithmic transformation of a sequential program into a unified, vector program.
However, in order to obtain effective unified simulations, one requires an understanding of
how different unified priority qucue implementations perform on vector machines. Therefore, the purpose of this study is to conduct experiments through which we can compare
various priority queue implementations and possibly identify one which exhibits good performance in the unified setting, so that we may proceed to usc it for unified simulal.ion
<tpplications. In this experimental study, we apply the program unification technique to five
different kinds of priority queue hnplementations_
The following section contains a description of priority qucues and how they may be
unified for eIIicient execution on vector machines. For ease of explanation, this is done with
the aid of examples. Section 3 contains a discussion on experimental methodology, and
Section 4 contains the results of our experiments. In Section 5 we conclude the paper and
outline some future work.

2

On Unifying Priority Queues

In this section we briefly describe the priority queue abstract data type, the required operations for insertion and deletion of items from a. priority queue, and the application of
unification to priority queues. Though there exist a number of specific implementations for
a l)riority queue structure, for ease of explanation we will restrict our attention to a very
special implementation called the heap or implicit heap [1, 5]. The heap data structure
is an efficient implementation with a complexity of O(1og n) for both insertion as well as
deletion of items from an n item priority queue.

3

2.1

Priority Queues

The priority queue is an abstract data type based on the set model with the operations
insert and deletemin, as well as the usual makenull for initialization of the data structure [1]. The operations insert and deletemin are sometimes also called enqueue and
dequeue [6], respectively. Each item in a priority queue has a priority value. In discrete
event simulations, an item is an event (typically a tuple) and its priority is its scheduled
time of occurrence. Along with its priority, there will usually be other values of interest
associated with each item. For example, in the simulation domain, at the very minimum,
an event can be expected to have a type associated with it. The operation deletemin
retrieves the item witll highest priority from the queue; the operation insert places a newly
generated item into the queue, in some priority-dependent position. As is usual in discrete
event simulation applications, we will assume that for two cUstinct items the priority of the
first is greater than the priority of the second if the first item has a smaller schedulecl time
of occurrence. This explains the usage of the term deletemin in describing the operation
of retrieving the item with highest priority.

2.2

The Implicit Heap

A binary heap or implicit heap is an array implementation of a priority queue [IJ, essentially
based on a binary tree structure. The structure is maintained by ensuring that the priority
of a given node is equal to or higher than the priority of each of its children, given that each
node may have one or at most two children. This is called the heap ]Jrope1·ty. The deletemin
operation proceeds by extracting the root node from the data structure, since the root is
defined to be the node which contains the queue item with highest priority. Since this
operation effectively breaks the structure apart, it is necessary to do some postprocessing
in order to recreate an appropriate binary tree satisfying the heap property. Tills entails
teu\.porarily placing the last item of the heap (which is the rightmost leaf in the lowest level
of the tree) in the root node. Next, a percolation process is initiated during which this
Hem, in the root node, is compared with each of its childrenj a swap in position occurs, if
necessary, for the heap property to be maintained. In tltis way, the displaced item percolates
to an appropriate position in the binary tree while some other item moves up to occupy the
root node and thus restore the biliary tree structure.
In Figure I is shown the original source code (in Fortran) for the deletemin operation
in a binary heap. Fortran was our language of choice because of its performance on vector
machines like the CRAY-YjMP and Alliant FXjSO. Since a priority queue structure is
typically used with only a single list of items, the data declarations allow for only one queue
called iheap. The event and clock variables are used to contain the event code and the
time of occurrence of the event tIl at is currently being processed (Le., current clock value),
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1d.
2d.
3d.
4d.
5d.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

c* data declaration
real event
real clock
real iheap(1003, 2), tempiheap(1,2)
integer index
integer j, j2
C* Begin the deletemin operation
C** Extract the root item from the heap
event = iheap(1,1)
clock = iheap(1,2)
C** Temporarily place the last heap item in root
iheap(1,1)
iheap(index,1)
iheap(1,2) = iheap(index,2)
c** Decrement the heap size accordingly
index = index -1
C** Begin the percolation phase
C** starting at the root, working dovnwards

=

j

=1

j2 = 2*j
C** Node j2 , j2+1 are the children of node j
C** If we arrive at lowest level in tree, then stop
2050
if( j .gt. (index / 2)) goto 2060
if «j2 .ne. index) .and.
(iheap(j2,2) .gt. iheap(j2+1. 2))) then
j2 = j2+1
endif
C* Else, compare father and child nodes,
if (iheap(j,2) .Ie. iheap(j2,2) ) goto 2060
C* performing an item swap if necessary
tempiheap(1,1) = iheap(j,1)
tempiheap(1,2) = iheapU,2)
iheap(j,1) = iheap(j2,1)
iheap(j,2) = iheap(j2,2)
iheap(j2.1) = tempiheap(1,1)
iheap(j2,2) = tempiheap(1,2)
j=j2
j2 = j*2
goto 2050
2060
continue

Figure 1: Code for the heap dequeue operation
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respectively. In this example, each queue item is a two-tuple containing an event's code
and its time of occurrence. The two-tuple tempiheap is used [or temporarily storing event
information while heal) nodes swap their contents.
In Lines 1 ;:Llld 2, the current event is extracted [rom the root of the heap and simulation
time is advanced by a(lvancing the clock to the time of the extracted event. Next, the
rightmost leaf at the lowest level in the tree is brought into the root. Decrementing variable
index accordingly decreases the size of the heap. Following Line 5, the percolation process
is initiated for heap maintenance. The contents of the root may move down a number of
levels, to settle at some appropriate posiflon in the tree, while some other node's contents
move into the root node. The number of steps required depends on the actual priority
values compared, and ranges anywhere from one to a number equal to the height of the
tree.

2.3

Heap Unification

Execution of a discrete event simulation program proceeds through a sequence of operations
performed on its priority queue. An instance of the simulation program corresponds to execution ofthe program on particular input parameters; repeated execution typically involves
V<Lrying input parameters. Instead of performing the operations sequentially, and repeatedly
executing the program with different parameters, envision a single program which operates
on a number of priority queues simultaneously. A single complete execution of the latter
progl"am would replace several repeated executions of the former. Progmm unification is a
technique for source-to-source transformation of such programs. It exploits the parallelism
that arises when multiple instances of a program arc executed on simultaneously available,
distinct data sets [12]. The term "unification ll re.lleds the fact that multiple instances of a
program are combined into a single unified program.
The idea is to replace scalar operations on a single queue structure by vector operations
on a vector queue strudure. While this may seem a trifle strange at first glance, our initial
experimental work [11] has shown that there is considerable potential for speedup when
one attempts to generate several trajectories of a stocllastic process in parallel, instead of
a single tmjectoryat a time. For simulation applications in particular, where a simulation
is to be repeated several times in order fOI" proper statistical results to be obtained, this
makes immense sense. Further, when such an advantage can be had at little or no additional
expense to tlte analyst, there seems to be no case to be made against attempting to exploit
such parallelism - unless, of course, one can show that transformation related overheads
outweigh any benefit to be had through transforming the code.
Based on the original program in Figure 1, if one must perform the deletemin operation
on a given number, say nprog, of priority queues, one option is to execute the code in Figure 1
sequentially, a total of np7'Og times. Since most of the statements in this original program are
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scalar statements, executing the code does not make efficient use of vector functional units
in machines like the CRAY and the Alliant. There is little, if any, parallelism to exploit
here. An alternative scheme is to exploit the fact that n])T'og Ilieces of identical code can
be executed in parallel, even though each executes on different data. If we can transform
the original scalar program into a vector program with npmg components, it is conceivable
that, though the npmgprograms may cxhibit some data-clependent path divergence, overall
the vector pipes will be used more efficiently and speedup will result.
A scheme for effecting vrecisely such a transformation is shown in Figure 2, for the
deletemin operation. Observe that the data declarations have now been expanded to accommodate the vector structures. The dimensionality of each data structure in Figure 1 is
increased by one Huougll the transformation (see Figure 2). This merely reflects the fact
that each priority queue works with a distinct data set, and these are generally independent. More sophisticated schemes for inducing correlations between simulation runs for the
purpose of variance reduction will utilize data sets that are not independent; for ease of
explanation, we exclude such issues from consideration here.
A morc detailed look at the transformed program will show certain new entities. When
the nprog distinct components of the transformed program execute their deletemin operations in parallel, aU components must varticipate in the step involving the deletion of the
root. In this way, each simulation obtains its current event_ The variable cur,·ent, set to 1 in
this example, is used to select program components that must remain active. The j-th component of the indic array is used to indlc<tte whether this component is active or inactive.
A component is designated active if it is required to take part in the current computation;
otherwise it is inactive. Initially, all components are made active so that each may extract
its current event from the heap. In the example, this is achieved by ensuring that indic(j)
has the same value as current [or each component j. In Line 1 o[ Figure 2, all nprog components begin to perform the root extraction in parallel. The initial loop completes this
operation, and decrements the size of each heap by one. The loop at Line 12 effects the
vercolation process in parallel for all components. The indic array effectively masks out
those components that terminate the percolation process ahead of others; the change in a
component's status from active to inactive occurs at Line 26, where a component's indic
value is set to zero if its percolation process has terminated. Swapping of node contents'
takes place in the loop at Line 29 for all active comllOnents. The vector deletemin operation terminates at Line 42, when all components have completed their percolations. Factors
that may affect the parallel olleration negatively include the different stopping times for the
different components' deletemin overations, and the overhead incurred in masking out
inactive components from computations.
It can be seen from Figure 2 that the transformation restructures the original code into
three blocks. Each block is a loop that executes a part of the original code a total of npmg
times, once for each distinct data-set (i.e., priority queue). The first statement in each loop
7
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c* Data declarations
integer maxp
parameter (maxp = 500)
real event(maxp), clock(maxp)
real iheap(1003,2,maxp), tempiheap(1,2,maxp)
integer index(maxp)
integer j(maxp), j2(maxp)
c* Active/inactive status indicator array
integer indic(maxp)
C* Define currently active components
current = 1
do 10 m = 1, nprog
indic(m) = 1
10
continue
c* Begin the vector deletemin operation
c* for all priority queues
do 1210 m = 1,nprog
C* If a queue is currently active then
if( indic(m) .ne. current) goto 1210
C** extract the root item,
event(m) = iheap(1,1,m)
clock(m) = iheap(1,2,m)
c** move the last heap item into the root position, and
iheap(1,1,m) = iheap(index(m),1,m)
iheap(1,2,m) = iheap(index(m),2,m)
C** decrease the size of the heap by one
index(m) = index(m) -1
c** Begin the percolation phase
Hm)=1
j2(m) = j (m) * 2
1210
continue
1219
continue
C** for all active priority queues
do 12220 m = 1, nprog
C* If the queue is active, and
if(indic(m) .ne. current) goto 1220
c** if ~e have arrived at the lo~est level,
if(Hm) .gt. (index(m)/2)) then
C* make the queue inactive for the rest of the phase
indic(m) = 0
endif
1220
continue

Figure 2: Code for unified dequeue operation
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18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
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37.
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39.
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c** Else, continue the percolation process
do 1230 m= 1, nprog
if(indic(m) .ne. current) goto 1230
C* If a queue is active and
if((j2(m) .ne. index(m)) .and.
(iheap(j2(m),2,m).gt.iheap(j2(m)+1,2,m)))
then
j2(m) = j2(m) + 1
endif
C** the heap property is satisfied at this level, then the
C** phase is complete
if (iheap(j (m) ,2,m) _le. iheap(j2(m), 2,m)) then
C** So make the queue inactive for the rest of the process
indic(m) = 0
endif
1230
continue
C* Otherwise, further item swaps are required.
do 1240 m= 1. nprog
C* If a queue is active, then
if(indic(m) .ne. current) goto 1240
C* perform a parent-child item swap,
tempiheap(1,l,m) = iheap(Hm), 1,m)
tempiheap(1,2,m) = iheap(Hm) ,2,m)
iheap(j(m),l,m) = iheap(j2(m),l,m)
iheap(j (m) ,2 ,m) = iheap(j2(m), 2 ,m)
iheap(j2(m),l,m) = tempiheap(l,l,m)
iheap(j2(m),2,m) = tempiheap(1,2,m)
j (m) = j2(m)
j2(m) = Hm) * 2
1240
continue
c* Finally, check if any queues are still active
do 1250 m =1, nprog
C* If a queue is active, continue the phase
if (indic(m) . eq. current) goto 12219
1250
continue
c* otherwise, terminate the deletemin operation

Figure 2: Code

[OT

unified dequeue operation (continued)
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attempts to determine the status of each component. Only the active components of the
transformed program (i.e., ones with indic values equal to cU1Tent) will execute the code in
the loop. The other components remain inactive for the duration of the loop. The entire
operation terminates when each component has finished working on the percolation phase
in its own priority queue. The loop described in Lines 40 through 42 sends control of the
transformed program to tIle next step of the percolation, so that active components may
make node comparisons at the next level, if any component is found stH! active; otherwise,
the deletemin operation terminates. In a simulation application, control is titen transferred
to the event processing part of the simulation's logic.
Tn the transformed program, code is broken into blocks simply to reduce cDmplexity.
If a blDck (i.e., a dD loop in this case) cDntains too many if statements which make for
a complicated branching situatiDn within the block, then the vectDrization of the block
(i.e., loop) will be inhibited. Therefore, combined with complexity reduction in code within
blocks, this only improves vectorization. In contrast, increasing the number of blocks in
transformed programs will result in increased overheads due to an increased number Df loop
setups. Therefore, the blDcks should be few in number, large enough, and yet simple enough
lo vectori7,e efficiently.
In this study, unification is applied to a number of olher priDrity queue structures,
including simple ordered lists, skew heaps, splay trees, and skip lists. The general principles
behind unific<Ltion remain the same in each case, tllOugh the control flows may be different.
Some queues yield simple flows while others arc more intricate. We fDund that it helps to
pay special attention to how the indic array is used in cOlljunction with lhe current variable,
both for correctness as well as fDr efficiency.

3

Analysis

In this section, we determine factors which affect execution speedup through a simple analysis. We also attempt to give a rough justification for why the implicit heap has a better
performance overall than lhe skew heap. Besides the theoretical results, some experimental
data is also given to suppDrt our arguments.

3.1

Speedup computation

We begin by examining the deletemin operation of the implicit heap. In the previDus
section, unified program code was broken into blocks. For analysis and comparison of code
in a program and its unified counterpart, the Driginal program code mllst also be divided
intD blocks. This division is not arbitrary, but based on unified program code blocks. In
Figure 3 can be seen control flDw between blocks in the program code fDr the implicit heap_
Control starts at Block 1 and then moves tD Block 2. Control may exit at Block 2, or
10
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Figure 4: Control flow for the unified code of the implicit heap
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Figure 5: Conlrol flow for the original code of the skew heap
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Figure 6: Control flow for the unified code of the skew heap
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continue on into Block 3. At Block 3, if control docs not satisfy criteria for stopping, it
enters Block 4. After Block 4, control returns to Block 2 and the process is repeated. For a
deletemin operation to complete, Block 1 needs to be executed once, and the loop around
Block 2, 3, and 4 is repeatedly executed until the stopping condition is satisfied at either
Block 2 or Block 3. Since there are two exit points for the dcletemin operation execution
lll<Ly terminate at either block.
Lets assume that N instances of a simulation program are to be executed. If the program
uses an implicit heap for its prioriLy queue, then N independent llriority queues are to be
operated lipan, eadl a certain (possibly different) numller of times. In terms of Figure 3,
each instance executes the loop around Block 2, 3, and 4 some instance-data dependent
numller of times. Suppose that instance i executes Block 2 precisely Ei(k) times, where k
is the size of the priority queue. If instance i exits at Block 2, it must execute Block 3 one
time less than the number of times it executes mock 2, l.e., (E;(I.:)-l) times. On the other
hand, if instance i exits at Block 3, it must execute Block 3 as many times as it executes
Block 2, i.e., E;(k) times. It executes Block 4 exactly (E;(k) - 1) times regardless of where
it exits.
Let t; indicate the average ;:Lmount of time needed for any instance to execute Block i
once. If it exits at Block 2, the time required by instance i to finish its deletemin operation
on the heap is given by

T, = t ,

+ t, * E,(k) + '3 * (E,(k) -

1) + t 4 * (E,(k) -1)

(3.1)

If instance i exits at Block 3, the time I'equired for it to finish its deletemin operation on
the heap is
T, ~ t, + t, * E,(k) + t 3 * E,(k) +', * (E,(k) - 1)
(3.2)

If R inst;:Lnces exit at Block 2 and (N - R) instances exit at Block 3; the total time
required for N instances to complete their deletemin operations sequentially is given by
N

Ts(N) =

2:)" + t, * E,(k) +t3 * E,(k) +', * (E,(k) -1)) -

t3 * R

(3.3)

;=1

An analysis of the unified code can be done in a similar manner. The control flow for
the unified deleternin operation is shown in Figure 4. Observe that each of the N instances
referred to above now becomes a component of an N-component unified program. During
unified program execution, program components are either masked out of program block
execution, or join a subset of components to execute a particular program block in unison
When the unified code begins exccution all N components execute Block 1 simultaneously.
Next, all componcnts simultaneously execute Blocks 2, 3, and 4 in sequence. Following
this, they all arrive at a hlock, called Block d, which does not have a counterpart In the
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nonunified code. This is a decision hlock that contains code which decides when the unified
operation is to terminate. Although some of the components in the unified program will
have completed their deletemln operation ahead of others, the uniHed program will not
tenninate until all program components termlnate. Control flow either exits at Block d or
returns to Block 2 to execute the loop again. Thus, the loop aTOund Block 2, 3, 4, and d
will b(! executed a total of &(N,k) times, where

(3.4)
In a vector machine, the time required to execute a unified program block is ;:t function
of N. Suppose that Ti(N) is the average time needed to execute Block i w1th N program
components. The total time required to finish the unified deletemin operation will be

Tu(N) = 1i(N) + (T2(N)

+ T3(N) + T,(N) + To(N)) , E(N, k)

(3.5)

Defining the inve1'se block speedup coefficient Q;(N) (see [11, 12]) as

<Xi(N) = Ti(N)
N

(3.6)

* tj

and correspondingly, the program block speedup coefficient, li(N), as
N *tj

1

'i(N) = <Xi(N) ~ Ti(N)

(3.7)

we can use Equation (3.7) to estimate the average time required by the nonunificd code to
execute block i as
ti = ",Ti.'-:(N:.!.)7.'-,,'i.'-:(N:.!.)
(3.8)
N
By substituting this estimate into Equation (3.3) we obtain

Ts(N) =

2:!':,,(

T,(N) *"Yl(N)

+ 1,(N) *"Y2(N)

N

N

+T3(N); ""I3(N) 'Ei(k)
T3(N) , '3(N)

N

,E-(k)

'

+ T,(N); ,,(N) '(Ei(k) _ 1))

(3.9)

R

'

N, T1(N);,\(N)

+ T2(N);,2(N)

, f,Ei(k)
,=1

+T3(N)j~ ,,(N) ,(f, Ei(k) _ R) + T,(N) ~ ,,(N) , f,(Ei(k) _ 1)
,=]

,=1
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T, (N) *'Y,(N) + T,(N). ,,(N). E(k)
R
+T3(N) *'Y3(N). (E(k) - N) + T,(N) *'Y,(N). (E(k) - 1)
R
T, (N) *'Y' (N) - T3(N) *'Y3(N). N - T4(N) *'Y4(N)

=

+E(k). (7;(N) *7,(N) + T3(N). '3(N)

+ T,(N»

(3.10)

Using this, we compute sTleedup as

Ts(N)
C, (N) + E(kj. C,(N)
S(N) = TR(N) = C3(N) + E(N,k) .C4(N)

(3.11 )

where

C,(N)

~

T,(N)

R
",(N) - T3(N) *73(N). N - T4 (N) *'Y.,(N)

C,(N) = T,(N) .,,(N) + T3(N) '73(N) + 'I,(N). ,,(N)
C3 (N) = T,(N)
C4 (N) ~ T,(N)+ 'Io(N) + T,(N) + Td(N)
As E(k) and £(N,l.:) take on large values, the contribution of GI(N) and C3 (N) become
small. vVe can thus approximate speedup by

S(N) '"

E(kj. (T,( N) • 7,(N) + T3(N) • '3( N) + T4 (N) *'Y,)
E(N, k). (T,(N) + T3(N)

+ T4(N) + Td(N»

(3.12)

Finally, since Block d is a relatively smalllJlock with only a single statement, speedup can
further be approximated as

'i(N) _
.
-

E(kj. r(N)
E(N,k)

(3.13)

where r(N) is a weighted average of 1'2(N), 1'3(N), and 74(N). From Equation (3.13), its
clear LIlat E(k) and t(N,l.:) have a significant influence on speedup.
To determine how well the approximation compares with the real equation, we obtained
several execution profiles for the heap dcletentin operation. Table 2 exhibits speedup COlllputed IIsing Equation (3.11), and Table 3 exhibits speedup computed via the approximation
in 3.13. Note that our approximation hinges on two assumptions, namely, (1) the value of
Td is relatively small, and (2) the values of G'l and G'3 have little effect when priority queue
sizes become large. It appears that the approximation works well.
In Table 4 can be seen values for r, and in Table 5 can be seen values for Eft, both
relating to the lleap's deletemin operation. Though the number of components Nand
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priority ql(eUe size k change, the ratio EJt: tend to remain constant. However, the r
values increase with increasing N. Tills is because the vector sizes become larger with
increasing N. It is precisely tills [act willch enhances vectorization in unified programs.
Thus, Equation (3.13) and Tables t1 and 5 suggest that speedup values for the unified code
will increase with increasing N.
The same technique can be Hsed to analyze the deletemin operation for the skew heap.
Using the control flow graphs for the deletemin operation on the skew heap (show in Figures 5 and 6), speedup can be obtained a<:;

S'( ) ~ TS(N) = DJ(N) + E'(k) * D,(N)
N
T!«N)
D 3 (N)+ ['(N,k)* D,(N)

(3.14)

where,

DJ(N) = T{(N) q((N)+ Tj(N) qj(N) *
D,(N) =
D3 (N) =
IJ,(N) =

~

Tj(N) * "y~(N)
T{(N) + Tj(N)
Tj(N) + Td(N)

and (N - Q) is the number of the components which exit at Block 1. Using arguments
similar to our previous simplifying arguments, we obtain the speedup approximation

(3.15)

3.2

Speedup comparison

From the speedup functions for the implicit and skew heaps, it is clear that the quantities
f(N) and E(I;;)Jt:(N,k) playa key role in determining speedup. Comparing speedups for
the two data structures reduces to a comparison of these quantities. We make the following
observations.
1. The unified code for the skew heap lIas a smaller loop-building overhead since it has
fewer loops than the unified code for the implicit heap. This suggests a larger value
of r for the deletemin operation on a skew heap.
2. How weU the unified code vectorizes is closely related to the value of
MFLOP rating on the CRAY Y-MP, define

M = Ms

Mu
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r.

Using the

(3.16)

sizefnprog
300
200
100

.\00
0.8,\6927
0.892860
0.883697

300
0.857215
0.892850
0.884000

100
0.857400
0.892963
0.88"371

Table 1: E/[

sizefnprog
300
200
100

500
2.12099
2.20281
2.11892

300
1.97271
2.17720
2.20874

100
1.72339
2.05532
2.01045

Table 2: Speedup for heap deletemin (3.8)
sizefnprog
300
200
100

500
2.16442
2.25607
2.18264

300
2.02061
2.23649
2.28232

100
1.79191
2.14522
2.10860

Table 3: Speedup for heap deletemin (3.10)
sizefnprog
300
200
100
Table 4:
sizefnprog
300
200
100

500
2.52579
2.52679
2-"6990

r

300
2.35718
2.50489
2.58181

100
2.0899"
2.40236
2.38429

values [or heap deletcrnin

500
0.856927
0.892860
0.883697

300
0.857215
0.892850
0.884000

100
0.857400
0.892963
0.88"371

Table 5: Eft: values for heap deletemin
sizefnprog
:lOO
200
100

500
0.525554
0.520985
0.499501

300
0.5"5163
0.534492
0.512477

100
0.573918
0.568603
0.546497

Table G: Eft: values for skew heap deletemin
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where M R , M u are the MFLOP values for the nonuniIied and unified programs,
respectively. The data suggests that the skew heap has slightly higher value of M
than the implicit heap. This also suggests a larger value of r for the skew heap.
3. Both data structures have O(log k) complexity in the average case. However, the
skew heall has a worst case behaviour of D(k) [10] while the implicit heap has a worst
case behaviour of D{log k). Although the worst case behaviour of the skew heap may
not arise often, a single comllOnent exllibiting worst-case like behavior will make the
unified program exhibit worst-case like behaviour. Therefore, the implicit heap will
have larger value of E(k )( £( N, k) than the skew heap.
Though the first two observations favor the skew heap for speedup, they have a relatively small influence compared to the last observation which favors the implicit heap. In
particular, for N large, the last observation is critical. As N becomes large, the chances
of having worst-case like behaviour tend to be large for the skew heap, because a single
straggling component forces the rest to wait.
In Table 5 and Table 6 can be seen the E(k)( £(N, /;;) ratios for the deletemin operation
of the heap and ofthe sk(!w hea]l, respectively. Clearly, the E(k )(£(N, k) ratios for the skew
heap tend to be smaller than the corresponding ratios for the implicit heap. Moreover, the
values tend to decrease as N increases.
Although we only analyzed the delelemln operation, the strnclure and the analysis of
the insert olleration is similar, for both data structures. Therefore, we expect that the
implicit heap will have a better speedup than the skew heap for both operations.

4

Description of Experiments

Performance studies of specific implementations of priority queues are, generally speaking,
fairly difficllll to conduct. Analytic methods tend to require considerable model simplification hefore any reasonable insights into llcrformance can be gleaned [7J. On the other hand,
measurements made by executing code require few assumptions, yield plenty of numbers,
but are often difficult to interpret in general contexts. Usually, one is forced to study performance in a limited context. A thorough study, in tIllS spirit, was conducted by Jones [5].
In this section we outline how our experiments are conducted using this approach.
In an early study of priority quelles, Vaucher and Duval [2J proposed a model called the
hold model for the purpose of comparing the performance of various queue implementations.
Since then, this model has become a widely accepted standard benchmark in empirical
comparisons [2]. The advantage of the hold model for priority queue studies is its simplicity
and ease of lIse. The disadvantage of the model lies in potential <Ufferences between its
behaviour and the behaviour of priority queues within simulations.
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In a discrete evC!nt simulation, a stochastic process is taken through a particular realization of its space lJy moving the system from one event to another event in time, maintaining
causality throughout the execution sequence. While the current event is being processed,
new events (future events) may be generated and scheduled for some appropriate times
in the future. Scheduling future events requires the insertion of items into the event list.
Similarly, determining the current event and its time requires deleting the highest priority
item from the event list. In general, for each item deleted, an average of one item must
be inserted so that the simulation can continue indefinitely. An average of less than one
insertion would lead to an empty event queue, and an average of greater than one insertion would lead to a queue that grows without bound. Hence, for each deletion, a random
number of insertions (averaging one) may ensue.
In discrete event simulations, when an item is inserted into tIle event list, the time
until its occurrence is the single factor determining its priority in the list. In general,
the distribution of this time is a complicated, model-dependent quantity. Further, since
each item is associated with an event type through an integer code, each event type may
lJe associated with a time-to-occurrence that is dllferent in distribution from other event
types. The hold model for priority queues assUllles that all events are of the same type,
the time-to-occurrence random variable for each event has the same distribution, and interevent times are independent. As explained above, in a general (liscrete event simulation, the
insert and deletemin operations may occur in complicated scquences, where each type
of operation may depend on a subsequence of preceding types. Thus, while it is easy to
show that the hold model assumptions are not true in general models, it is still a useful
device in that it enables us to obtain measurements in a simple but meaningful framework
incorporating SOllie reasonable amount of randomness; random enough to be useful, but yet
not random enough to make the model results too complicated to interpret.
In Figure 7 is shown the pseudo-code that we use for implementing the hold model.
The basic operations used in the hold model are deletemin, generate a new event, and
insert. A set of operations in precisely this sequence is defined as a hold operation. The
model ensures that the priority queue eventually settles at some reasonable size, even if
it is allowed to increase in si:o>;c in a random manner initially. Bcing able to control the
size of the priority queue allows us to control a key variaMe in the experiment. Also, the
time-to-occurrence value used in scheduling an event, or equivalently inscrting an item into
the priority qucue, is a random variate indepcndently sampled from a given distribution
which remains fixed for the duration of an experiment.
We selected five different algorithms for maintaining priority queues. These include an
ordered list, a heap, the top-down version of a skew heap, a splay tree and a skill Ust. The
ordered-list [1] is a simple and well-known structure which maintains items in order in a list.
The heap [IJ, described ill the previous section, is an important and also well-recognized
structure. Less well-known are the skew heap [13] and the splay tree [13J. We also decided
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c* Initialize the queues
q = nil
do i
1, size
r = obtain_a_random_variate_from_a_given_distributionCd)
call insertCq,r)
endo
C* Perform the hold a total of "trial' times by
tri = 0
tri = tri + 1
10
c* doing a deletemin operation, followed by
call deleteminCq,notice)
event = notice_typeCnotice)
clock = notice_timeCnotice)
C* an insert operation
r
obtain_a_randorn_variate_from_a_given_distributionCd)
clock = clock + r
insert Cq, clock)
ifC tri .It. trial) goto 10

=

=

Figure 7: Code for the hold model
to include a newer structure called the skip list (9] because it has not been studied in the
sinllllation context before, and we had no idea how it would perform in our application.
Skew heaps and splay trees were chosen because they belong to a class of "nearly optimal"
implementations for scalar machines, as identified by [fi, 6].
The two key parameters that affect the performance of the hold model are, predictably,
the size of the priority queue, and to a less well-understood extent, the probability distribution used to generate the times-to-occurrence for events. We decided to study the effects of different distributions, and in particular, to utilize distributions with very different
standard-deviation to mean ratios CV [3J (i.e., coefficient of variation, where CV == cr / 11-)'
In particular, we chose the popular Exponential distribution (CV = 1), the distribution obtained as a mixture of two exponentials, or Hyperexponential (CV > 1), and the distribution
obtained as a sum of four exponentials, or four-stage Erlang (CY < 1).

5

Empirical Results

Given that all events are scheduled using the same time-to-occnrrence random variable (i.e.,
the distribution is fixed), the key parameters ill the experiments include the size of each
priority queue, and the number of program components making up the unified program. In
the following experiments we keep one parameter fixed while the other is varied, reporting
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both execution timings as well as spcedups. For an experiment in which the number of
program comllOnents is the free variable, all priority queues are forced to have the same
sizc; this is to eliminate additional parameters in the model. Observe that the number of
program components is equal to thc number of priority queues used, since each component
works on a distinct priority queue. This parameter can be expected to have significant
impact on timings and hence speedup, since it will affect the number of times each loop in
each block of the transformed program is executed. This number is essentially the number
we attempt to exploit tluough vectorization.
Each of the following experiments falls into one of two categories. In aile category, the
number of program components is kept fixed at 500 while the size of each priority queue
data structure is varied from 1 to 1000. The component count was set at 500 and thc qucue
size limit. was set at 1000 in order to reduce machinc related overhead time used. With the
same reasoning, in the other category, the size of each priority queue was kept flxed at 100
while the number of program components is varied from 1 to 500. In each case, a total of
100 hold operations (one insert and one deletemin for every hold operation) is executed.
This number was chosen after we ran a sufficient number of llilot experiments to determine
that the variancc in execution times with tllis many hold operations is negligible.
All programs were written in basic Fortran. The tree structures and pointers were
simulated in Fortran using arrays. The original or nonunified programs for }lriority queue
manipulation were written without any special attempt to exploit vectorization; indeed this
is difficult to do for most. structllTes, with the exception of the ordered list which lends itself
to vectorization in a natural manner . To exploit the most out of vectorization, we refrained
from using subroutine calls or function calls. AU experiments were run using one processor
on the CRAY-Y/MP at the SuperCOilllluting Center at the University oflllinois. Programs
were compiled first by the preprocessor so as to add vedorization directives, and then fed
to the compiler. Each of the five implementations contained different amounts of code that
vectorized, both for nonunified code and for unified code. We used subroutine €lime to
obtain timings. Execution time for the initialization routine was eliminated hy deleting its
contribution to tbe overall rnnning time.
The first six graphs (Figures 8 though 13) exhibit timings measured via the hold operation on each of Lhe five priority queue structures for different distributions without using
unification. That is, the execution tilies of the original nonunified programs are measured.
It is instructive to note that this experiment is different from the one conducted by Jones [5]
simply because the underlying machine now has the potential to vectorize code. The experiments conducted by Jones [5] were based on scalar processor timings. Consequently,
one might expect the results to differ; indeed, our experiments confirm that they do. In
Figure 8 is shown a graph of execution time versus priority queue size, for a number of
program components fixed at 500. In Figure 9 is shown a graph of execution time versus
number of program components, for a priority queue size fixed at 100. In both cases, the
21

time-tD-Dccurrence randDm variable used was an ExpDnential randDm variable. This pair
Df experiments is repeated using the fDur-stage Erlang, and the tWD-cDmpDnent HyperexpDnential distributiDns, with the results displayed in Figures 10 and 11, and Figures 12 and
13, respectively.
AmDng the five data structures Ilsed, the Drdered list is the Dnly structure 1n which
the insert and deletemin DperatiDns have an average and worst-case cDmplexity Df O(n),
where n is the size Df the queue. The complexity Df these DperatiDns in each Df the Dther
structures is O(lDg n). It is Df interest tD Dbserve that while the ordered list can be expected
tD perform terribly on a scalar machine when n is large, (for example, even when n = 50,
.Tones [5] cDncludes that the ordered list is uniformly the worst among all data structures
compared), its performance improves drastically on a vector machine. In addition, its
inherent slmvlicity allDws it to utllize vector1za1ion tD a level that cannot be achieved by
the Dtlwr structures which are considerably more intricate both in structure and operatiDn.
As a result, the ordered list Dutperforms the four other priority queues for aU distributions
used, for reasonable queue sizes (i.e., less than 200). For queue sizes between 200 and 300,
1he ordered list still outperfDrms the splay tree and the skip list. UnfDrtunately, for larger
queue sizes, the O(n) algorithmic comillexity begins to dDminate, making the O(log n)
schemes mDre competitive and hence more attractive.
In like fashion, it 1s of interest tD observe that willie the 1ntricacies Df the other data
structures do nDt aid in vedor1zation, they are nDt an obstruction either. In each case,
these data structures retain their O(lDg n) complexity (seen in the graph as approximately
straight lines, because of the logarithmic scale Dn the horizontal axes representing various
(llleUe sizes). FrDm the graphs it can be seen that the heap and the tDp-dDwn version of
the skew heap exhibit uniformly better performance than the splay tree and the skip list.
The skip list exblbits the WDrst performance for the Exponential and E7'lang4 distributions
while .its perfDrmance is very similar tD that of the splay tree for the flypercxponcntial2
clistribution.
The next six graphs (FigUl'es 14 through 19) exhibit speeclups obtained via the hold
model Dll each of the five priority queue structures, for different distr1butiDns. Since we
are interested in obtaining speQdup over a number Df independent simulation runs, say
n, speedup with n program compDnents is computed as the ratio of the time taken by
an n-compDnent unified program to operate on n priority queues 1n parallel, to the total
time required for all n Ilfograms tD Dperate on their priority queues sequentially. That
is, executiDn times of the unified programs are now measured. In Figure 14 is sllOwn a
graph of unified-program speedup versus prior1ty queue sizQ, for a number of program COIll]Jonents fixed at 500. In Figure 15 1s shDwn a graph of unified-program speedup versus
number of program components, for a priority queue size fixed at 100. In both cases, the
time-to-occurrence random variable used was an ExpDnential random variable. This pair
of experiments is repeated using the fDur-stage Erlang, and the two-component Hyperex-
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ponential distributions, with tlle results displayed in Figures 16 and 17, and Figures 18 and
19, respectively.
Because the nonunified program for the ordered list structure vedorizes welJ, there is
little for it to gain from unification. On the other hand, unification contributes towards a
considerable amount of overhead. Hence, the speedup of the ordered list remains constant
and even becomes less than 1, as the size of the priority queue is varied.
With the exception of .the ordered list, for all other priority queue implementations
speedup increases as the number of -program components increases; and this is only to be
expected. The heap and the skew heap begin by performing poorly when the number of
program components is small, and then both of these structures outperform the otllers after
a point. This is indicative of the fact that unification aids in lheir vectorization, adding
little damaging overhead in the process. The splay tree structure performed uniformly
fairly in all situations, suggesting that unification related overhead was greater in this case.
With the exception of the experiment in which the HypereXl)Onential distributiOll was used,
the skip list structure started out well but completed only fairly. Nevertheless, in peak
speeclup, it outperformed the splay tree; it is clear that unification is not an aid to skip list
vectorization.
When the number of components was kept fixed while the size of each priority queue
structure was varied, the speedup obtained for each unified structure exhibited a uniform
pattern. Except for the ordered list which gave uniformly poor speedup throughout, tIle
others started out very well, with high speedups, and fell almost exponentially with increasing queue size. While this is in keeping with tllC fact thal increased vector sizes yield
diminishing returns, it is largely clue to tlle variation in phase termination for each structure.
That is, though some components finish operating on their priority queues, they nevertheless have to wait until all componenls terminate, and this causes an increase in execution
time and a decrease in speedup. In all situations, tIle heap structure uniformly exhibited
the best speedup, and the splay tree the worst speedup.
Usually, when the vector length (Le., N) increases, better speedup can be expected.
Since every vector computer has a vector size for peak performance, unified program execution will be best for N equal to this vector size, or a multiple of this vector size. For
the GRAY YIMP (which has a vector size of 64), speedup with N = 60 can be expected
to be better than speedup with N = 70,80 or 90. This is witnessed in the performance
degradation shown in Figures 15, 17, and 19. This degradation is also present when N
exceeds a small multiple of 64, such as at N greater than 128, and N greater than 192.
Since our data points after 100 are at 200, 300, 400, and 500, the degradation after N = 100
is not visible in the graphs.
Figures 20 and 21, exhibit the MFLOP rates obtained by each of the five data structures
on the GRAY YIMP. In both cases, the Exponential distribution was used. In Figure 20
can be seen the MFLOP rates for the nonunified programs. As expected, the ordered list
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vectorizes well and shows the best use of the machine. Its peak MFLOP rating is 19.75,
while the other four don't exceed 9.00.
The MFLOP rates for the unified programs are shown in the Figure 21. The skew heap
has best machine utilization in tills casco The splay tree exhibits second best utilization.
Though the implicit heap has the best overall speedup, its machine utilization is not as
favourable. All three dat<:t strudures show tremendous improvement in MFLOP rates as a
consequence of unification. Clearly, as N becomes larger, tIle MFLOP rating will further
increase. The ordered list and skip list do not show improved MFLOP ratings because their
respective nOll unified codes vedorized sufficiently weIl to make unification not beneficial.
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6

Discussion and Future Work

We undertook this project mainly to determine if anyone particular priority queue implementation would perform uniformly better than the others through program unification on
a vector machine. While we did not expect the unified version of the ordered list to verform
well, simply because of its algorithmic complexity, we were quite surprised when the nOTIunified version performed well. While this is understandable, in retrospect, it also makes
a good case for experimental research where onc sometimes stumbles upon something that
one would nol ordinarily think of otherwise. The moral of this story is that (non-unified)
discrete event simulations utilizing ordered lists for priority queue implementations of event
lists can be expected to perform very well on vector machines for reasonable event list sizes.
On the other hand, one also comes to the sluprising conclusion that for unified discrete
event simulations, the impliciL heap performs very well on vector machines. Combined with
its simple structure and ease of programming (compared to the more complicated priority
queue structures), the implicit heap is certainly the structure of choice.
Since this is only part ofa larger study, we temper the above conclusions by saying there
are several other things that should be considered as well. These range from quantities as
difficult to model as insert and deletemin sequences and time-to-occurrence random variables, LO application SllCcific details involving the number of event types, and contributiOIl
of priority queue processing time to the overall simulation time (which, in rare situations,
may be mainly event processing time). Clearly, the role of unified priority queues is inherently application dependent, and consequently speedup performance will also be application
dependent.
In ollr fULure work, we plan to show how such unified programs can be created in
fairly eIIortless ways, am] often with good speedup characteristics. Some initial work in
tIllS respect lla.s already been accomplished [I1J. We expect this work in priority queue
unification to be an aid in taking this work to a more mature level, where starting with
the priority queue, one unifies the entire simulation application. Our current work involves
extensions of these ideas to the eM and MasPar architectures.
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